STAKEHOLDERS
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Trustco group and its subsidiaries are committed
to the ongoing implementation of a robust,
multifaceted corporate social investment (CSI)
portfolio which is implemented and integrated
across the group.
CSI PHILOSOPHY
The group and its subsidiaries subscribe to the
implementation of CSI initiatives which seek to augment
and enhance the group’s strategy whilst aligning the CSI
portfolio to international best practices and governance
principles.

CONTINUED

The group aspires to remain an integral part of the
broader societies in which it operates and at the
forefront of corporate citizenry whilst investing and
impacting the societies in which it operates. The impact
of the group’s CSI is evidenced in its standing as an
exceptionally good corporate citizen.
The initiatives engaged during the financial year under
review encompassed the advancement of education,
empowerment, community development and sport.
These initiatives constitute the cornerstone of the
group’s CSI philosophy and augment its strategy whilst,
most imperatively, giving back to the Namibian society.
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HIGHLIGHTS
NAD

184 116

Various educational sponsorships

Trustco mobilised its staff, the public and various
essential resources to expedite the adoption of
a rhino calf that was discovered in the vicinity
where its mother had been killed and dehorned by
poachers. When learning about the dire situation
of the orphaned calf, the group pledged to finance
all essentials for its daily feeds and safety as well as
provided a Pilatus PC12 NG airplane to transport
cargo to the rehabilitation site. The calf has been
named “Trusty” by the public through a naming
competition.

NAD

146 745

Step out of Poverty through
Education, Encouragement and
Support (SPES) Charity Foundation

18 630

NAD

Bursaries

BURSARIES

A HOME FOR TRUSTY

37 145

NAD

Dr Quinton van Rooyen established the
QVRCODE in order to address a demand
for business advice and mentorship in
the country. The event has taken place in
communities in all corners of Namibia from
as far as Katima Mulilo to Oranjemund.
The genesis of the QVRCODE is a journey
of sharing experiences inclusively with the
national household.

NAD

25 440

NAD

122 320

Cricket
NAD

22 049

Rugby
NAD

SPORT

34 891

Karate
NAD

18 814

Hockey

FREE ADVERTISING

NAD

11 538

Tennis
NAD

Trustco, through the Informanté newspaper and
radio station, revolutionised the marketing and
advertising landscape by providing free advertising
platforms in print, digital and radio. This move
was aimed at supporting businesses through the
current recession by means of increased marketing
exposure.
NAD

LONG STANDING RELATIONSHIP
Trustco's long standing relationship with the Trustco
United Sport Club has provided the club with many
opportunities to grow over the past eight years.
Trustco provides annual support through financial
contributions, supporting events, supplying of sport
kits as well as the branding of facilities. The club was
founded in 1916 and has played a pivotal role in the
development of sport in Namibia, today offering sport
codes such as rugby, cricket, netball, hockey, athletics,
soccer and cycling.

10 136 469

CHARITY
Christmas drive
NAD

16 505

Janine and Suzelle Davin Trust
NAD

20 000

Namibia Runs for Charity
NAD

50 000

58 208

268 599
TOTAL NAD

*The CSI highlights page excludes low-value and in kind sponsorships
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TRUSTCO SUPPORTS
PARTICIPANTS FOR NATIONAL
CLEAN UP CAMPAIGN
OSHI’SANTA

As part of its annual Christmas drive, Trustco treated the children of Angel Pre-Primary
School to a day of fun and gifts at the popular Joyful Noise Namibia Family Entertainment
Centre in Windhoek. The Okuryangava based school benefitted from the group’s continued
focus to deliver on social welfare initiatives at all levels of the Namibian society.

Trustco sponsored shirts to Eilandsweide
Investment CC in support of the SME’s
eagerness to participate in the national clean up
campaign.

LOCKING “PAWS”

KIT BOOST

Trustco supported the SPCA and
Windhoek Cat Protection Society of
Namibia (WCPSN) in launching the Cause
for Paws campaign. The campaign is an
ongoing solution to address the financial
and operational struggles faced by nongovernmental organisations.

Various sports teams of the Trustco United Sport Club, such as rugby, cricket and netball received
new kits in line with Trustco’s approach for social development and to impact one Namibian at a
time for the progressive growth of the entire community.
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AI STEENKAMP PRIMARY
SCHOOL HANDOVER

Trustco subscribes to the belief that the earlier
a child is introduced to sport, the easier it is to
inspire appreciation for self-development. The
group sponsored branded t-shirts and caps for
the A I Steenkamp Primary School’s Tjokkers Day.

TRUSTCO PRIDES IN TENNIS TALENT

Trustco showed its commitment to the development of young tennis players through its
sponsorship of the 2018 Trustco NTA Junior Masters Championship, the most prestigious event
on the Namibian junior tennis calendar. The tournament welcomed over 50 tennis players with
several newcomers across the age brackets from u/10 to u/18.

JANINE AND SUZELLE DAVIN SPORT TRUST

The group supported the tenth annual Janine & Suzelle Davin Sport
Trust cycle relay event aimed to raise NAD 350 000 to develop and
facilitate international opportunities for local sports people.
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WINDHOEK GYMNASIUM BUS HANDOVER

Trustco followed through on its commitment to advance education
and community development by means of an ongoing bus branding
sponsorship to the Windhoek Gymnasium Private School.
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DESERVING FEMALE STUDENTS

Legal Shield ushered in the next generation of law practitioners by awarding bursaries to three
deserving students to the value of NAD 30 000 each. In addition to the financial support, the
students will be given an opportunity to gain valuable working experience at Legal Shield.

CONTINUED

ARIGATO TRUSTCO!

Trustco is committed to invest in projects where
the progress of youth continues to impress in
both skill and uncontested Namibian spirit. The
group sponsored the Kyokushin Karate All Africa
Open Championship that hosted contestants
from five African nations.

A FIRST FOR MOST
ROUND TABLE WINTER KNIGHTS
CHARITY DRIVE

Trustco Bank Namibia and Trustco Insurance contributed to the
collection of NAD 725 000 as part of the annual Round Table Winter
Knights charity drive.
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The Institute for Open Learning (IOL) partnered with the Step
out of Poverty through Education, Encouragement and Support
(SPES) charity foundation to treat preschoolers, from an
informal settlement on the outskirts of Windhoek, to a seaside
Swakopmund trip. The excursion to the coast was, for most, a
first! Amongst other activities, they also visited the aquarium and
built sandcastles.
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IOL AIDS KUNENE SCHOOL

IOL donated teaching and learning material to the Otjikojo Primary
School in an effort to lessen the school’s challenge of teaching over 180
children. Before receiving a tent from another donor, teaching had been
taking place under a tree with scanty teaching resources.

IOL TAKES EDUCATION TO REMOTE AREAS

IOL assisted the Okongue Primary School in the Omatjete village with
a donation of teaching and learning material as well as electronic
equipment. The donation was in response to the school’s plea for
assistance of teaching resources, a challenge that is amplified by the
remoteness of the region.

TOP40 RUNS FOR CHARITY

The Trustco Top40 team braved the morning
cold to take part in the annual Namibia
Runs for Charity (NRC) initiative. Apart from
participating in the races, the members
volunteered for various activities such as
managing water points and other logistical
functions. The funds collected were donated to
various charities across Namibia.

TOUCH, PAUSE, ENGAGE!!

During the reporting period, the group sponsored brand new rugby kits to the Delta
High School u/19 first team. The team went on to win 17-0 against another school on
the same day they received the kits.
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